Convenient, cost-effective access to 90 leading diagnostic pathology and radiology imaging from a world-renowned source of healthcare information solutions in radiology, pathology, and anatomy. Available as a one-time purchase for perpetual access on Ovid.

Now with 7 new titles - including Osborn’s Brain: Imaging, Pathology, and Anatomy and Imaging in Spine Surgery - as well as updated editions of 12 books already included in the collection.

The collection consists of 5 distinct series:

The Diagnostic Imaging series includes radiology references written by renowned radiologists. Each book provides a comprehensive, diagnosis-based resource perfect for general radiologists and sub-specialists.

The Specialty Imaging series explores the nuances of a particular imaging modality or technique, the imaging of a particular anatomic region, or the role of imaging in a particular type of disease process. Each book is an advanced course within a radiology specialty.

The EXPERTdx® series presents differential diagnoses based on key imaging findings and clinical information.

Books in the Imaging Anatomy series feature images with detailed labeling and explanatory captions for fast comprehension of the relevant imaging anatomy.

The Diagnostic Pathology series consists of references written by world-renowned pathologists. Each book in provides a comprehensive, diagnosis-based resource perfect for general pathologists and sub-specialists.

Features:
- Ideal for specialists and sub-specialists in multiple departments that rely on imaging, such as Surgery, Emergency Medicine, Internal Medicine and OB/GYN
- Content is co-authored by a team of over 300 leading radiologists, pathologists, and anatomists
- Concise, bulleted, and consistently formatted text enables users to find pertinent information fast
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What’s Included
Diagnostic and Surgical Imaging Anatomy: Brain, Head & Neck, Spine
Diagnostic and Surgical Imaging Anatomy: Musculoskeletal
Diagnostic and Surgical Imaging Anatomy: Ultrasound
Diagnostic Imaging: Brain
Diagnostic Imaging: Breast
Diagnostic Imaging: Cardiovascular
Diagnostic Imaging: Chest
Diagnostic Imaging: Emergency
Diagnostic Imaging: Gastrointestinal
Diagnostic Imaging: Genitourinary
Diagnostic Imaging: Gynecology
Diagnostic Imaging: Head and Neck
Diagnostic Imaging: Interventional Procedures
Diagnostic Imaging: Musculoskeletal Non-Traumatic Disease
Diagnostic Imaging: Musculoskeletal Trauma
Diagnostic Imaging: Nuclear Medicine
Diagnostic Imaging: Obstetrics
Diagnostic Imaging: Oncology
Diagnostic Imaging: Oral and Maxillofacial
Diagnostic Imaging: Pediatric Neuroradiology
Diagnostic Imaging: Pediatrics
Diagnostic Imaging: Spine
Diagnostic Imaging: Ultrasound
Diagnostic Ophthalmology
Diagnostic Pathology: Blood and Bone Marrow
Diagnostic Pathology: Bone
Diagnostic Pathology: Breast
Diagnostic Pathology: Cytopathology
Diagnostic Pathology: Endocrine
Diagnostic Pathology: Familial Cancer Syndromes
Diagnostic Pathology: Fetal Histology
Diagnostic Pathology: Gastrointestinal
Diagnostic Pathology: Genitourinary
Diagnostic Pathology: GI Endoscopic Correlation
Diagnostic Pathology: Gynecological
Diagnostic Pathology: Head and Neck
Diagnostic Pathology: Hepatobiliary and Pancreas
Diagnostic Pathology: Hospital Autopsy
Diagnostic Pathology: Infectious Diseases
Diagnostic Pathology: Intraoperative Consultation
Diagnostic Pathology: Kidney Diseases
Diagnostic Pathology: Lymph Nodes and Spleen with Extranodal Lymphomas
Diagnostic Pathology: Molecular Oncology
Diagnostic Pathology: Neoplastic Dermatopathology
Diagnostic Pathology: Neuropathology
Diagnostic Pathology: Nonneoplastic Dermatopathology
Diagnostic Pathology: Nonneoplastic Pediatrics
Diagnostic Pathology: Pediatric Neoplasms
Diagnostic Pathology: Placenta
Diagnostic Pathology: Soft Tissue Tumors
Diagnostic Pathology: Thoracic
Diagnostic Pathology: Transplant Pathology
Diagnostic Pathology: Vascular
Diagnostic Ultrasound: Abdomen and Pelvis
Diagnostic Ultrasound: Head and Neck
Diagnostic Ultrasound: Musculoskeletal
EXPERTDDX Pediatrics
ExpertDDx: Abdomen & Pelvis
EXPERTddx: Brain and Spine
EXPERTddx: Chest
EXPERTddx: Head and Neck
EXPERTddx: Musculoskeletal
EXPERTddx: Obstetrics
EXPERTDDX: Ultrasound
Imaging Anatomy: Chest, Abdomen, Pelvis
Imaging Anatomy: Knee, Ankle, Foot
Imaging in Neurology
Imaging in Spine Surgery
Osborn's Brain: Imaging, Pathology, and Anatomy
Radiation Oncology: Imaging and Treatment
Specialty Imaging: Arthrography: Principles and Practice in Radiology
Specialty Imaging: Breast MRI
Specialty Imaging: Dental Implants
Specialty Imaging: Functional MRI
Specialty Imaging: Gastrointestinal Oncology
Specialty Imaging: Genitourinary Oncology
Specialty Imaging: Gynecologic Oncology
Specialty Imaging: Head & Neck Cancer: State of the Art Diagnosis, Staging, and Surveillance
Specialty Imaging: Hepatobiliary & Pancreas
Specialty Imaging: HRCT of the Lung
Specialty Imaging: HRCT of the Lung: Anatomic Basis, Imaging Features, Differential Diagnosis
Specialty Imaging: Pain Management
Specialty Imaging: PET/CT: Oncologic Imaging with Correlative Diagnostic CT
Specialty Imaging: Pitfalls and Classic Signs of the Abdomen and Pelvis
Specialty Imaging: Postoperative Spine
Specialty Imaging: Temporomandibular Joint
Specialty Imaging: Thoracic Neoplasms